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WHY
CHOOSE
YAK

EXPERT DESIGN
Yak’s expert designers work closely with a wide range
of organisations and individuals including flood rescue
teams, ocean rowers and whitewater hunters. With their
unique insight we are able, step by step, to refine every
aspect of our product design and construction. We feed
these innovations directly into each of our products
whether for whitewater, touring or recreational use. So,
no matter what floats your boat - your safety is never
compromised.
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We choose the best and most appropriate materials for each product, ensuring
the ultimate in comfort and longevity for the individual environment. We then
combine our in-depth know-how with the latest technology to construct
quality products which offer you the best possible performance.

PROVIDING
CRITICAL
SAFETY
SOLUTIONS
Survitec is recognised as the most
comprehensive global total solutions
provider for mission critical safety
and survival equipment. With a
history dating back over 160 years,
Survitec commands market-leading
positions worldwide in marine,
offshore, defence & aviation survival
technology.

WHY CHOOSE YAK

MATERIALS AND FABRIC

As innovators with a passion for
developing new products and
services to meet the changing
demands of our customers, we pride
ourselves on delivering great service.
Although our business interests span
many countries and markets, our
people share a common mission…
your safety.
As part of Survitec, the Yak team
are experts at discretely combining
safety with practicality and style.
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PERSONAL
FLOTATION
DEVICES (PFDs)
When developing our PFD range our specialist design team were
tasked with drawing on their huge amount of technical knowledge
to produce a range of products that fitted the specific needs of each
intended user.
The team have studied all the movements you do, the shapes and
sizes you are and the features you want and need.
The result is a coherent collection that caters for everyone, from the
first-time paddler, through to the whitewater guru, without being
confusing and overly complicated. Add to that some killer price points
that offer excellent value, what’s not to like.

RANGE FEATURES
INTERNAL MESH
OPTIONAL QUICK
RELEASE BELT
REAR STOWAGE
POCKETS
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RELEASE TABS
SHOULDER ADJUST
ZIPPED

4D CAST TECHNOLOGY

WHITEWATER
TOURING
RECREATIONAL
TAURUS 70N
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XIPE 60N

YAK Safety managed, adventure unleashed

HIGHBACK 60N

KALLISTA 50N

DELTA 50N

BLAZE 50N

Extensive research and development sees the integration of 4D
Cast foam technology, providing full freedom of movement for
performance paddling. We have precision distributed the
buoyancy to provide a sleek, slim-line high performance product.

Given the Yak design team’s background in making PFDs for the
harshest environments on the planet, and highly demanding users,
why not produce a whitewater PFD that incorporates the lessons
learned during those technical projects and offers their benefits for
the best possible product at the best possible price. Enter the new
Yak Taurus Gen 2, with it’s updated pocket configuration.

SAFETY FIRST
Approved to ISO Standards, all Yak buoyancy aids
tick the box for fundamental safety and quality
issues. But naturally, being a Yak product,, there’s a
whole lot more on offer too.

ADJUST TO FIT
Yak multi-point adjustments let you
quickly tailor your jacket snugly to your
body shape. The failsafe, adjustable
shoulder straps give the right fit
whether you’re a long, lean string bean
or a shorter, rounder baked bean.

The Taurus takes comfort and freedom in a whitewater PFD to a whole
new level. Its 3D shaped front panels literally wrap around the body
like a warm caress, and the minimalist back panel… well, you won’t
even know it’s there! Plus, the Taurus has an integrated attachment
point to facilitate the use of the Yak quick release belt – a useful tool,
should you need to conduct a bankside rescue.

FEATURES

IN SAFE STORAGE
You never know when you
might need a knife when
afloat, not to mention the
other bits and pieces essential
to your individual needs. All
except our most basic jackets
offer additional safety storage
options, such as this quick
access expanding knife pocket
with lanyard attachment.

POCKETS

	
4D Cast technology combined with Supersoft foam to offer
supreme wearer comfort


 eavy duty outer cover material to improve wear
H
characteristics and product longevity



 ptional quick release harness belt, which can be worn right
O
or left handed



 nclosed rear panel to give cleanest harness attachment
E
point

When you’re heading
out into the wild, never
underestimate the value
of good communications
between yourself and
your party, and with the
wider outside world.With
a new internal phone
pocket, and increased
volume main pocket, we
have your communication
(and selfie!) and rescue kit
storage needs covered.

SAFETY MANAGED,
ADVENTURE
UNLEASHED
Your safety is of paramount
importance to us. So we
have included the option to
integrate a quick release belt
into our Taurus whitewater
PFD. With it in place you can
remain confident of tackling
whatever the water throws
at you.

	
Versatile front pocket, which is big enough to take the
essentials


Separate knife pocket to speed deployment

	
External mounting points with lash tab spacing to easily
accept accessories


Stretch mesh side and inner panels improve drainage



Internal waist adjustment reduces overall product height

	
Padded shoulder adjustment to allow a wide size range
adjustment


Shoulder grip panels to aid boat carrying

CODES: 

3703-A (RED)

SIZES: S/M, M/L, XL		

PFDs

TAURUS 70N GEN 2

ATTACH IT HERE
Not that you want to go
off for long adventure
days afloat weighed
down like a pack horse,
but some accessories
are essential. We know
that, we’ve been there.
So we’ve added plenty
of strong attachment
points including a quick
release split D-ring to
which you can secure
secure a carabiner or
cowtail. Giddy up now.

SNUG AS…
You should be as snug as a bug in your PFD. A
snug jacket is more comfortable and prevents
the double trouble of chafing and constricted
movement common with poorer fitting
garments.

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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XIPE 60N
River calm or choppy sea, the Xipe 60N is the perfect fit for touring without tiring. Its high cut slimline design,
adjustable shoulders and dual side adjusters together ensure a great fit with excellent arm mobility. With a
built-in hydration pack pocket and abundant front pockets, it’s a comfortable, practical solution for every
day paddling.

FEATURES


3D ergonomic supersoft foam panels to offer greater wearer comfort



Versatile front pockets for accessory stowage



Hydration pack pocket with double ended zip to allow left or right hose exit



Adjustable shoulders and twin waist adjustment for a close fit



Reflective piping for visibility

CODES: 
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3710 (RED) 		

SIZES:

3711 (BLUE) 			

S/M, M/L, XL,
XXL only available in red

FEATURES

The ultimate PFD for your next touring adventure, the
High Back 60N provides the most advanced solutions
in comfort technology design. It’s raised back profile
buoyancy placement means that no matter what
type of boat you are in, you can be assured of its
comfort properties.

	
4D Cast technology to offer supreme wearer
comfort

In addition, the High Back 60N provides breathable
air mesh air flow technology helping you stay cool on
even the warmest of days and a sculpted foam design
helping to ensure the PFD moulds to the shape
of your body to help ensure you are as fresh and
comfortable when you arrive as when you set out.

CODES: 



Superlight foam



 rgonomic high back profile for harmonised
E
comfort between paddler and the boat seat



Versatile front pockets for accessory stowage



 reathable air mesh technology for
B
temperature regulation



 djustable shoulders and twin waist for a
A
close fit

	
Available in 2 versatile sizes to
accommodate a wide range of sizes

2751 (RED) 				
2752 (BLUE)

SIZES:

Adjustable shoulders

Attachment point

Attachment point

XL

PFDs

HIGH BACK 60N

Highback buoyancy for
increased comfort when
using a seat

Extra large front pockets

Twin waist adjustment

Breathable air mesh on
lower back and internal
lining for better air flow

S/M, L/XXL		

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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KALLISTA 50N

FEATURES

The humble recreational PFD is often overlooked in the race to produce the newest/latest/greatest/most
extreme product. However, it is at the recreational level that most people experience Paddlesports for the
first time. So why not make the experience a better one, ensure comfort and security without breaking the
bank.



Robust outer cover material to improve wear characteristics and product longevity



Redesigned thinner, more flexible foam panels to offer greater wearer comfort



Optimised foam construction to give best balance of comfort and light weight



Yak has completely redesigned the classic Kallista PFD. We have called upon our dedicated in-house design
team and tasked them to use their huge expertise in the PFD market to improve on an already excellent
product. Each element was reviewed in turn, improved where possible, and then the parts combined, and
reviewed and improved again! The result of this process is the most comfortable and secure PFD Yak has
ever made at this level.

Fuss free front zip donning makes life simple and eliminates user confusion



Buckle free front panel which removes the most common potential snag point



Dual side adjustment to give the best possible fit and security in the water



Padded shoulder adjustment to allow a wide size range adjustment



Versatile front pocket, which is big enough to take the essentials (it’s all about the gram!!)



Secure in-seam key pocket, cunningly sitting between the foam to improve comfort



Reflective highlights to improve low light visibility

CODES: 
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3707 (RED) 		

SIZES:

3708 (BLACK)			

JUN, S/M, M/L, XL, XXL*		
*Red only in XXL

PFDs

BLAZE 50N
When you’ve already got everything you need, why take the kitchen sink? If you’re simply looking to get out
paddling and have a great time on the water, the Blaze has it all in one neat package. Front zipped for ease
of entry and with adjustable shoulders plus a high cut design for all round movement, it’s a cleanly efficient,
elegant solution.

FEATURES


Superlight foam with slimline, high mobility cut for comfort



Adjustable shoulders and a single waist belt for a close fit



Front zip for easy donning



Internal key pocket

CODES: 

3712 (RED) 		

SIZES:

3713 (BLUE)			

JUN, S/M, M/L, XL, XXL*
*Red only in XXL

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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DELTA 50N

FEATURES

The new Delta 50N is an ideal companion as you venture out on to the water. Whether it is for use on
a kayak, SUP or just messing about on boats, the Delta 50N has you covered. Its lightweight and easily
adjustable fit means that you forget you are wearing it, whilst the slimline design ensures excellent all round
movement. The robust front zip allows for ease of entry, and the internal key pocket completes the package.



Superlight Foam



Shoulder and waist adjustment for perfect fit



Easy entry with heavy duty front zip



Low profile, high cut design for maximun freedom of movement



Key pocket



Fresh new graphics

CODES: 
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3714 Black/Lime		

YAK Safety managed, adventure unleashed

SIZES:

Junior, S/M, M/L, XL & XXL

PFDs
www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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STRATA
DRYSUIT

CLOTHING

Whatever your adventure, there is a Yak to fit. We’ve taken fabrics
which are massively waterproof, windproof and highly breathable,
and used our Yak magic to sculpt them into technical clothing to
enhance your athletic performance and make your paddle time
extra comfortable. Whitewater hunter, touring adventure or simply
heading to the creek on a lazy Sunday morning – we have you
covered.

This paddle specific cut drysuit is fitted with a
storm collar and stowable hi-vis hood so you
stay protected on the water in all weathers.
The Glideskin neoprene seals and fabric socks
seal out the elements, whilst the rear stretch
panel ensures all day comfort.

 DX20K Enhanced 3-layer breathable material
 Storm collar with stowable high vis hood
 Cordura reinforced seat and knees
 Paddle specific cut with rear stretch panel
 Glideskin neoprene neck and wrist seals
 YKK AQUASEAL® flexible cross shoulder and
relief zips
 Internal braces
 Ankle and waist adjusters
 Twin Adjustment Single Lined Neoprene 		
Waistband
 Reflective highlights
 2-year warranty

FABRIC TECHNOLOGY
5000mm waterproof
3000g/m2/24hrs
2 layer fabric
Windproof

FEATURES

10000mm waterproof
4000g/m2/24hrs
2.5 layer fabric
Windproof

20000mm waterproof
8000g/m2/24hrs
3 layer fabric
Windproof

CODES: 
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6585 (RED)		

SIZES:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

The Horizon drysuit is tailored using
3-layer breathable material technology,
with enhanced waterproof properties. This,
combined with the twin neck seal system,
latex wrists and low-profile fabric socks, keeps
the wearer warm and dry – no matter what
the activity.

CODES: 

FEATURES

CLOTHING

HORIZON
DRYSUIT

 DX20K Enhanced 3-layer breathable material
 YKK AQUASEAL® flexible cross shoulder and
relief zips
 Cordura reinforced double layer seat & knee 		
areas
 Lower back stretch panel for additional 		
flexibility
 Articulated arm & leg design
 Twin latex & glideskin neoprene neck seals
 Twin adjustment single lined neoprene 		
waistband
 Easy seal replacement
 Ankle and wrist adjusters
 Removable adjustable braces
 Reflective highlights
 2 Year manufacturer’s warranty

6580 (RED)		

SIZES:

S, M, L, XL

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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SANTIAM
DRYSUIT
This is the perfect addition to your watersports
winter equipment, allowing you to spend
more time on the water on the coldest of
days. The handy leg pocket allows you take
the essentials with you while the Cordura
reinforced seat and knees provide extra
protection in high use areas.

FEATURES
 DX20K Enhanced 3-layer breathable material
 Includes thermal Stratum fleece
 Leg pocket with D-ring attachment
 Cordura reinforced seat and knees
 YKK AQUASEAL® flexible front zip 			
construction
 Fabric socks
 Glideskin neoprene neck and wrist
 Articulated arms and legs design
 2 Year manufacturer’s warranty

CODES: 
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6586 (BLUE)		

SIZES:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

FEATURES


	
Seamless underarm technology with 3 way performance cut sleeves

A high spec cag, we’ve tailored this one for whitewater aficionados. If you want your kit to work as
hard as you do, while leaving you cool, calm and collected, you’ll want the waterproof, windproof and
breathable properties of our DX10K (10K hydrostatic head) fabric combined with wear resistance and a
truly sympathetic cut.

CODES: 

3727 (RED)

DX10K 2.5 layer fabric for waterproof breathability

SIZES:

	
Fully adjustable neoprene waistband and lightweight inner skirt
	
Stay dry and warm with latex inner neck and wrist seals
	
Glideskin outer neck seal and adjustable PU wrist over cuffs


Reflective detailing for visibility

CLOTHING

ZEUS
WHITEWATER CAG

S, M, L, XL

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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APOLLO
TOURING CAG

FEATURES

The Apollo is our cag for touring addicts. If you’re not comfortable unless you have a paddle in your hand,
the Apollo is just the calibre to fit snugly into your clothing armoury. We’ve tailored it with our DX10K (10K
hydrostatic head) fabric for waterproof breathability and made sure it’s packed with handy and supremely
accessible features

CODES: 
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3721 (RED)		
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SIZES:

S, M, L, XL, XXL



DX10k 2.5 layer fabric for waterproof breathability



Seamless underarm technology with 3 way performance cut sleeves



Deployable fully adjustable hi-vis hood



High storm collar with adjustable inner PU neck seal



Chin friendly fleece lined moisture control vents



Fully adjustable neoprene waistband and lightweight inner skirt



Latex inner wrist seals protected by adjustable PU over cuff



Water resistant zips



Reflective detailing for visibility

CLOTHING
www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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CREWSAVER
SPRAY CAG
So, you want to be out on the water and you want kit that works without the fripperies. Waterproof fabric
with adjustable collar and cuffs, the Crewsaver Spray Cag is breath-taking simplicity at its best.

CODES: 

6975 Black/Red 		

SIZES:



Elasticated waistband for versatile fit



Adjustable PU cuffs to keep the water out



Single adjustment PU collar for improved comfort

CLOTHING

FEATURES

Jun, S, M, L, XL & XXL

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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CHINOOK TROUSERS
Whether you wear these waist trousers alone or with any Yak twin-waist jacket, you’ll find them perfect for the job. Sculpted around the leg for
flexibility and comfort - combined with weatherproof but wear-resistant fabrics used throughout, you’re well prepared for anything the water
can throw at you.

FEATURES
	
DX10k 2.5 layer fabric for waterproof breathability

	
Double layered, fully adjustable waistband with added grip

	
Pre-shaped performance cut legs for freedom of movement
and comfort

	
Can be easily combined with any Yak twin waist jacket to
make a two-piece suit

	
Stay dry and warm with the latex inner ankle seal and
adjustable over cuff

	
500D durable seamless seat and knee panels

CODES: 
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3731 (BLACK) 		
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SIZES:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

CLOTHING
LONG JOHN ZIP

LONG JOHN STEP IN

The Zip Long John keeps you warm and comfortable on the water
with an all-over 3mm neoprene construction. The front zip makes
it easy to put on while the printed knees and backside protection
make the suit ideally suited to all types of paddling.

Keep warm and flexible on the water with the Step-In Long John.
Designed specifically for paddling with printed backside and knee
protection, it features 3mm neoprene yet remains easy to get into
courtesy of the 1.5mm upper body.

FEATURES

FEATURES

	
3mm Neoprene with flatlocked seams

	
3mm Neoprene with flatlocked seams



Two way heavy duty zip



Printed knee and backside protection

CODES: 

5403



SIZES: S, M, L, XL

Printed knee and backside protection

CODES: 

5403

SIZES: S, M, L, XL

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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SPRAY DECKS

Yak decks accommodate all types of boats and uses.
Constructed from tough materials to withstand the rigours
of any type of paddling, they are available in either fabric or
neoprene.

ZINC DECK
The perfect introduction to neoprene decks, the Zinc is easy get on and fits a wide range of boats. Tailored
for modern kayak cockpit decks and constructed from 3mm neoprene.

FEATURES
	
8mm Shock cord for secure fit


Super-stretch neoprene waist tube



Glued and blind stitched construction



25mm Webbing release handle



Available in keyhole, big and extra big sizes

CODES:
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5202–A (KEYHOLE) 		
5203–A (BIG DECK)
5204–A (EXTRA BIG DECK)

SIZES:

S/M, L/XL			

This waterproof, lightweight and durable all-fabric construction deck is designed to fit the
majority of boats.

FEATURES
	
Flexible, rip-stop body


Reinforced nose



Adjustable body tube and outer rim



25mm webbing release handle

CODES:

6164-A (RED)

SIZES:

SPARY DECKS

KYU FABRIC DECK

UNIVERSAL

6167-A (BLACK)

COCKPIT COVER
Keep your boat protected and dry when not in use with this heavy-duty PVC nylon cockpit
cover. Universal size to fit all.

FEATURES


25mm webbing release handle



Updated graphics

CODES:

6165-A

SIZES:

UNIVERSAL

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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SAFETY
& RESCUE

CREWSAVER KORTEX HELMET
Whether at work or for leisure, when you need head
protection the Kortex provides a supple, PU foam lined,
lightweight solution coupled with the extra reassurance of its
CE approval for impact resistance.

FEATURES

Available in two wide-ranging sizes complete with an internal
ratchet adjustment system and chin strap to provide the
perfect fit for a variety of users. This, combined with the
option of three colourways, also makes the Kortex helmet
perfect for use within clubs and centres participating in a
number of watersports activities such as sailing, canoeing,
paddleboarding etc.



CODES:
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6315 (RED) )

SIZES:

6316 (BLUE)		
6317 (BLACK)

	
Internal ratchet adjustment system and chin strap
to provide the
perfect fit
ABS outer shell for impact protection

	
PU foam lining for comfort and shock absorption
	
Available in three colourways and two wide-ranging
sizes


Ventilation holes



CE approved: CE EN1385

S/M 50-56CM CIRCUMFERENCE
L/XL 56-62CM CIRCUMFERENCE

Designed to be used in rescue situations, the cowtail is an elasticated
line with large open karabiner can be easily attached to your PFD
harness.

PADDLE FLOAT

A key tool for self-rescue, the paddle float has separate paddle sleeve
inflation chamber and a webbing belt to ensure it stays attached to
your paddle.

KARABINER

SAFETY & RESCUE

COWTAIL

Ideal for attaching to fixing points fast, this wide mouth
Karabiner has a 32mm opening.

FEATURES


CODES:

SIZES:

6255

Welded PVC construction

CODES:	10243

UNIVERSAL

SIZES:

UNIVERSAL

PADDLE LEASH

Never be parted from your paddle, even after an unexpected spill.
This 1m leash has a bungee-in-webbing construction to give a 2m
stretch under tension. With its innovative attachment loop, you’ll be
able to attach it to any loop or eyelet.

FEATURES


2m webbing paddle leash



Innovative and versatile
attachment loop



1M relaxed and 2m when
under tension

CODES:

2741-UNIV

SIZES:

UNIVERSAL

CODES:	10243

SIZES:

UNIVERSAL

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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For use in rescue situations, this throw bag has a ‘bullet bag’ design to
ensure a long and accurate throw. The removable waist belt allows for
the throw bag to be carried with ease and intuitively accessed when
needed. Available in 15 m, 20 m and 25 m, each line is constructed
from a continuous length of 8 mm thick floating line - with a maximum
load of 300 kg. The bag is constructed from 600 D quick dry Polyester
and includes a reflective strip to aid visibility.

FEATURES


Bullet bag design



8mm floating line



Quick dry polyester construction



Reflective strip



Removable waist belt



Includes instructional print



Available in 15 m, 20 m and 25 m



Wide bag opening to aid swift repacking

QUICK RELEASE BELT

40mm whitewater chest harness for use with Yak buoyancy aids, featuring quick release buckle and metal load spreader.

FEATURES
	
Designed to fit the Taurus, Rakau or Hallertau buoyancy aid


Can be mounted right or left handed (depending on buoyancy aid model)



Supplied with stainless steel o-ring



Can be used in conjunction with Yak Cowtail

SAFETY & RESCUE

THROW BAG

QUICK RELEASE BELT THREADING INSTRUCTIONS
CAM BUCKLE +
BACK BAR

SLIP SECURE
THREADING

3

2

3
1

4
2

1

2

1

PLASTIC CAM
BUCKLE ONLY

START

CODES:	6222-25 25M
6222-20 20M
6222-15 15M

SIZES: 25M, 20M, 15M

CODES:	6205-UNIV

SIZES:

UNIVERSAL

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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BUOYANCY
BAGS

Abrasion Resistant PVC coated nylon construction. Variety of
sizes and shapes available.

28
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LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

SPLIT STERN OR BOW BAGS
SPLIT STERN

3530–KSS

870MM (32”)

320MM (13”)

210MM (8”)

SPLIT BOW

3530–KSB

500MM (20”)

180MM (7”)

130MM (5”)

SINGLE STERN OR BOW BAGS FOR KAYAKS WITH NO FRONT OR REAR BUOYANCY PILLARS.

LARGE STERN
3530–KLS

LARGE STERN

3530–KLS

730MM (29”)

580MM (23”)

310MM (12”)

LARGE BOW

3530–KLB

380MM (15”)

360MM (14”)

210MM (8”)

KAYAK BAGS

SPLIT BOW
3530–KSB

SPLIT STERN
3530–KSS

BUOYANCY BAGS

SIZE CHART

Split stern or bow bags.
CODES:	 3530–KSS


3530–KSB

LARGE BOW
3530–KLB

Single stern or bow bags for kayaks with NO front or rear buoyancy pillars.
CODES:	

3530–KLS



3530–KLB

CANOE BAGS
Tapered bow or stern bags.
CODES:	 3520–32

BOW OR STERN BAG

Centre bags.
S 810MM (32”)



3520–48

M 1200MM (48”)



3520–60

L 1200MM (48”)

CODES:	 3520–CTRS

S 550X500X350MM
(22X20X14”)

3520–CTRL
	

L 1100X700X600MM
(43X28X24”)

CENTRE BAG

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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ACCESSORIES
OPEN PALM
MITT

Winter paddling can be exhilarating but only
when you are warm and comfortable. With the
Open Palm Mitt your hands remain warm and
unexposed to the wind chill while you retain the
feel and grip of the paddle in your hand.

CODES:

6343-A

PADDLE MITT

Designed to fit any paddle and made from 3mm
neoprene to feel comfortable and warm on
your hand, the paddle mitt is an ideal accessory
for any keen paddler.

CODES:
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6884

FEATURES
	
3mm Wind resistant mesh on back of
the hand


2mm Flexible stretch palm



Open palm for consistent grip



Thermal lined for extra warmth

SIZES:

S, M, L, XL

FEATURES
	
Strong Velcro closure provides a
perfect fit
	
Thermal lined for warmth.
	
3mm wind resistant mesh finish on back
of hand

SIZES:

UNIVERSAL

ACCESSORIES
RACK STRAPS

Available in pairs of either 3m or 5m lengths, these roof rack straps have a non-slip buckle and are
constructed from 25mm wide polypropylene webbing. A fabric buckle protector is also included to aid
longevity.

CODES:

6290-3M
6290-5M

SIZES:

3M, 5M

ROOF BAR PADS
Sold as a pair and can be fitted once roof bars
are in situ, the pads have tubular foam with a
durable outer cover.

CODES:

9258-80CM - 80CM

FEATURES


Easy to fit



Velcro closure

SIZES:

80CM

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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PFDs

BODY
WEIGHT

CHEST

PFDs

JUNIOR

30-40 kg

66-86 cm

SMALL-MEDIUM

SMALL-MEDIUM

40-70 kg

86-99 cm

LARGE-XXL

MEDIUM-LARGE

70 kg

99-111 cm

XL

70 kg

111 - 124 cm

XXL

70 kg

124-136cm

Blaze, Kallista, Xipe and Delta

High Back

BODY
WEIGHT

CHEST

PFDs

40-70 kg

86-107 cm

70 kg

107-137 cm

BODY
WEIGHT

CHEST

SMALL-MEDIUM

40-70 kg

86-99 cm

MEDIUM-LARGE

70 kg

99-111 cm

XL

70 kg

111-124 cm

Taurus

CLOTHING

CHEST

WAIST

INSIDE LEG

HEIGHT

JUNIOR

81-89 cm

66-71 cm

64 cm

152-163 cm

SMALL

89-97 cm

71-79 cm

69 cm

163-170 cm

MEDIUM

97-104 cm

79-86 cm

74 cm

170-178 cm

LARGE

104-112 cm

86-94 cm

79 cm

178-185 cm

XL

112-119 cm

94-102 cm

84 cm

185-191 cm

XXL

119-127 cm

102-108 cm

89 cm

185-191 cm

SPRAY DECKS

A

B

EXTRA BIG DECK

590 mm

BIG DECK

C

D

S/M

L/XL

932 mm

660 mm

860 mm

2358 mm

542 mm

877 mm

660 mm

860 mm

2236 mm

KEYHOLE

542 mm

851 mm

660 mm

860 mm

2122 mm

KYU - UNIVERSAL

607 mm

957 mm

1220 mm

SIZE CHARTS

SIZE CHARTS

2380 mm

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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YAK Safety managed, adventure unleashed

WHY CHOOSE YAK
#WheresYakAt

www.YakAdventureEquipment.com
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YAK Safety managed, adventure unleashed

